A perfect introduction to HVWP's unique, teacher-led professional development, our summer workshops provide teachers with writing time and classroom-tested literacy strategies.

**TEACHERS AS WRITERS, WRITERS AS TEACHERS**

Sharing our writing with students is powerful, but many of us have little time to write during the school year. This workshop provides teachers an opportunity to practice the craft of writing in a supportive community. Expect to rediscover your love of writing and return to your classroom in the fall with writing to share and new ideas for lessons, strategies, and routines that will help your students embrace and improve their writing.

**Audience:** Preschool-College teachers  
**July 17-21 / 9:00-12:30 / SUNY New Paltz / 18 Inservice hours / Fee: $150**

**TEACHING WRITING IN THE SCIENCE CLASSROOM**

Writing is an integral part of creating scientific knowledge, from documenting observations and experimental findings to presenting an argument for or against a hypothesis. In this workshop, we will explore how to teach students to formulate extended arguments about contemporary issues in the science domain and gain strategies to prepare students for reading and writing expectations in the Next Generation Science Standards.

**Audience:** Teachers of grades 4-8, but all are welcome!  
**July 24-28 / 9:00-12:30 / SUNY New Paltz / 18 Inservice hours / Fee: $150**

**ART, STORY & SOCIAL JUSTICE, HVWP at Storm King Art Center**

How can art, writing, and storytelling challenge what we understand to be true? In this four-day workshop, we explore ways educators can draw on art to build community and to foster discussion about how dominant narrative impacts our understanding of historic events. Participants will write and learn strategies for incorporating contemporary art into curriculum, drawing inspiration from Storm King’s 2017 visiting artist, Heather Hart, who will join us for one of our sessions.

**Audience:** Preschool-College teachers  
**August 1-4 / 9:00-1:30 / Storm King Art Center / 18 Inservice hours / Fee: $150**

Register at the Hudson Valley Writing Project website:  
www.newpaltz.edu/hvwp

For questions, please contact HVWP:  
845-257-2811  
hvwp@newpaltz.edu

HVWP at SUNY New Paltz is a NYSED-approved sponsor of CTLE.